Passport to Learning – OVJS Behaviour System
Note: this is to run alongside red cards at lunchtime BUT red cards will only become a strike
if the class teacher feels it is appropriate. Teachers on duty during first break and assemble
will pass on the names any children receiving a strike.
This passport is for during lessons, assembles, breaks, lunchtimes and trips outside of
school. For extreme behaviour SLT will be involved and appropriate action will be taken.
The passport:




Children will be given a new passport per half-term.
Inside is a weekly timetable. A mark will be recorded against each session
depending on their behaviour during the individual session.
The children will travel to each lesson with their passports. Passports will stay in
school.

The system:


















All children start off each day with a blank row for that day.
If they behave appropriately during the session (meeting the appropriately behaviour
guidelines below) then they will receive a tick on their timetable for that session.
Children will receive a verbal warning for any inappropriate behaviour. They are
given time to reflect on their attitude and take the responsibility to change their
attitude to learning.
If they are warned again, after they are given a verbal reminder – they will receive a
strike (diagonal line) in their passport.
If the child responds to the warnings and a significant change is made to their
behaviour then their diagonal line will be turned into a tick.
If a significant change is not made then they will remain on a strike for that session.
However, if the behaviour continues or escalates, or a child displays serious
disruptive/aggressive behaviour, they are given a behaviour mark (a cross) over the
session box.
If three strikes are given in a day, it will equal one behaviour mark.
Lunchtime strikes will be issued via a red card. Two lunchtime OR two first break
strikes over the course of one week will equal one behaviour mark.
If a child receives two behaviour marks over the course of a half term, parents will be
contacted to discuss their behaviour. If a child receives three behaviour marks, the
child will be spoken to by a member of the SLT to reiterate the importance of good
behaviour.
Four behaviour marks over the course of a half term will prevent them from attending
the passport treat for that half term.
Children who show exceptional behaviour during sessions will receive a sticker to
place in their passport. These will be counted at the end of a half-term to decide
which children will attend an extra treat.
Each lesson is considered a new start.

